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Abstract

Our knowledge on trends in surface solar radiation (SSR) involves uncertainties due to
the scarcity of long-term time series of SSR, especially with records before the second
half of the 20th century. Here we study the trends of all-sky SSR from 1885 to 2010 in
Switzerland, which have been estimated using a homogenous dataset of sunshine du-5

ration series. This variable is shown to be a useful proxy data of all-sky SSR, which can
help to solve some of the current open issues in the dimming/brightening phenomenon.
Unlike the second half of the 20th century that is characterized also in Switzerland by
a dimming from the 1950s to the 1980s and a subsequent brightening, all-sky SSR has
been fairly stable with little variations in the first half of the 20th century. Cloud cover10

changes seem to explain the major part of the decadal variability observed in all-sky
SSR, at least until the 1970s; at this point, a discrepancy in the sign of the trend is
visible in the series. Finally, an attempt to estimate SSR series for clear-sky conditions,
based also on sunshine duration records since the 1930s, has been made for the first
time. The mean clear-sky SSR series shows no relevant changes between the 1930s15

to the 1950s, then a decrease from 1960s to 1970s, and ends with a strong increase
from the 1980s up to the present. During the last three decades the estimated clear-
sky SSR trends reported in this study are in line with previous findings over Switzerland
based on direct radiative flux measurements. Equally, the clear signal of the El Chichón
and Pinatubo volcanic eruption visible in the estimated clear-sky SRR records further20

demonstrates its potential to infer aerosol-induced radiation changes from sunshine
duration observations.

1 Introduction

Solar radiation incident at the earth’s surface, also known as surface solar radiation
(SSR), is the fundamental source of energy in the climate system, and consequently25

the source of life on our planet, due to its central role in the surface energy balance and
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for processes such as evaporation and the water cycle or plant photosynthesis (e.g.,
Wild, 2009, 2012). Observational studies show that SSR has not been stable over the
last decades, but underwent significant multi-decadal variations since the second half
of the 20th century. Particularly, a widespread reduction of SSR from the 1950s to
the 1980s has been well established and documented (Gilgen et al., 1998; Liepert,5

2002; Stanhill and Cohen, 2001), and since the 1980s a reversal in this trend has
been observed at many of the observation sites (Wild et al., 2005). This decrease and
increase in SSR has been coined as global dimming and brightening, respectively.

The causes of this phenomenon are currently not fully understood, although changes
in the transparency of the atmosphere due to changes in clouds or anthropogenic10

aerosols are considered as the main factors explaining these trends (Stanhill and Co-
hen, 2001; Wild, 2009, 2012). Regarding clouds, it has been suggested that the dim-
ming (brightening) period may be linked to an increase (decrease) in cloud cover de-
tected in some regions (Trenberth et al., 2007; Wild, 2009). It must be noted, however,
that this fact is not always obvious due to a disagreement in the trends of both vari-15

ables found in other studies (e.g., Kaiser, 2000; Norris and Wild, 2007, 2009; Wild,
2009). Equally, a systematic assessment of cloud cover changes using satellite obser-
vations is only possible since the 1980s, which on the other hand show large inconsis-
tencies with respect to the trends for the different products currently available (Cermak
et al., 2010). Consequently, the surface-based observations of cloudiness are the main20

source of data to study their trends before the 1980s; e.g. to assess the role of the
clouds during the dimming period.

Therefore, changes in anthropogenic aerosol emissions are currently considered to
be the most likely cause of the dimming/brightening phenomenon. This is supported
by the fact that observed decadal changes in anthropogenic aerosol emissions are25

in line with the trends in SSR (e.g., Streets et al., 2006; Wild, 2009; Cermak et al.,
2010). These evidences have also been supported by changes in SSR under clear-
sky conditions since the 1970s (e.g., Wild et al., 2005; Norris and Wild, 2007, 2009;
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Ruckstuhl et al., 2008), pointing to the prominent role of atmospheric aerosols (i.e.
aerosol direct effects) in the explanation of the observed SSR trends.

However, both global dimming and brightening still have major uncertainties, as
pointed out by Wild (2009, 2012). For example there is lack of SSR data available
before the 1950s (widespread measurements of SSR were only initiated in 1957/585

within the framework of the International Geophysical Year), as well as studies focus-
ing on SSR trends under clear-sky conditions, which requires high temporal resolution
of SSR data together with collocated cloud cover information. In fact, although the ma-
jor gaps in direct observations are located in developing areas such Africa or Central
and South America, still there is a lack of long-term series even over the regions with10

the highest density of data (e.g., Europe). Thus, for example, in the Global Energy
Balance Archive (GEBA) (Gilgen et al., 1998) currently there are only 4 all-sky SSR
series in Switzerland with data before the 1960s. Regarding clear-sky SSR trends in
Switzerland, the studies published at present are limited to the period after the 1980s
(Ruckstuhl et al., 2008). Equally, there is a lack of a data quality assessment in the15

SSR series, which often contain spurious data and temporal inhomogeneities (e.g.,
Shi et al., 2008; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2011). Specifically, Tang
et al. (2011) recently pointed to deficiencies in the SSR series over China regarding
the homogeneity of the series before 1994, which were solved estimating the SSR vari-
ations since the 1960s by using different parameters such as standard meteorological20

observations, the Angström turbidity coefficient, and the thickness of the ozone layer.
Overall, to overcome these limitations in the dimming/brightening issue, the analysis

can be supported with the help of other related climate variables, or proxy data, such as
sunshine duration (SD), cloudiness or visibility, which are much more widely available
(Wild, 2009, 2012). Specifically, SD is defined as the time span, usually expressed in25

number of hours, that direct solar radiation exceeds a certain threshold (usually taken
at 120 Wm−2). The measurements of this element were initiated as early as in the
late 19th century (Pallé and Butler, 2001; Stanhill, 2003). This variable is considered
an excellent proxy measure of SSR at interannual and decadal scales (e.g., Stanhill,
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2003, 2011; Stanhill and Cohen, 2001, 2005, 2008), and plays an important role in the
description of the dimming and brightening and their uncertainties (Sanchez-Lorenzo
et al., 2009; Wild, 2009, 2012).

On the other hand, a systematic analysis of the relationship between the SD and
SSR on regional scales, and the reconstruction of this latter variable since the begin-5

ning of the measurements of the former one, is lacking over Europe, as to our knowl-
edge only two previous attempts have been made for the US (Stanhill and Cohen,
2005) and Japan (Stanhill and Cohen, 2008) only for the all-sky conditions. Thus, the
main objective of our study is to compare a high-quality data set of SD and SSR series
in Switzerland in order to quantify the relationship between both variables at interannual10

and decadal time scales, which can be used to estimate changes of all-sky (clear-sky)
SSR since the late 19th century (1930s).

2 Data

The data used in this study was obtained from the Swiss Federal Office of Meteorology
and Climatology (MeteoSwiss) in Switzerland. It consists of daily records of SD (in15

h) and total cloud cover (TCC, in %) from 17 stations (Table 1). The longest series of
these two variables span the 1885–2010 period, with all these series available after the
1930s. Daily series of SSR (in Wm−2) for the 17 stations during the period 1981–2010
are also considered. The series were converted into monthly records by averaging the
daily series. When less than 20 days in a month were missing we did not compute the20

monthly value, and the month was considered as missing. Additional homogenous SD
monthly series, provided by the HISTALP database (Auer et al., 2007), are used from
Austria, Germany, France and Italy (Table 2) in order to support the homogenization of
the monthly SD series in Switzerland.

Regarding the SD measurements, the main instrument used from the late 19th cen-25

tury to the 1980s in Switzerland has been the Campbell-Stokes heliograph, which en-
sures consistency in the instrument due to the robustness of this device (Pallé and
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Butler, 2002; Stanhill, 2003). However, since the late 1970s and early 1980s all SD
measurements have been automated in Switzerland, although the new devices were
adjusted to the performance of the Campbell-Stokes recorders after a comparison of
both instruments (Lindfors and Vuilleumier, 2005; L. Vuilleumier, personal communica-
tion, 2011). Nevertheless, the homogeneity of the SD series in Switzerland cannot be5

a priori ensured, especially before and after the 1980s due to the instrument change.
Therefore, extensive homogeneity tests have been applied (see Sect. 3). For the TCC
series, all records are estimated by traditional visual observations made by observers.
Daily TCC means are obtained from the average of at least 3 observations per day
taken at around 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC. Possible inhomogeneities can be present10

in the series due to changes in observation times or observers.
In order to study clear-sky conditions for SD and SSR data, only the days with daily

mean TCC equal or less than 25 % (or 2 okta) have been selected (Sanchez-Lorenzo
et al., 2009). Similar results are obtained if a 12.5 % (1 okta) threshold is considered
(not shown), but due to the low number of days that fulfill these requirements a wider15

range is preferred in order to obtain more robust statistics. For clear-sky SD and SSR,
the monthly values were computed if at least one clear-sky day was available in this
month.

3 Homogenization of the dataset

The homogeneity of each of the 17 SD and TCC monthly data was checked by means20

of the Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT, Alexanderson and Moberg, 1997).
Our procedure rejects the a priori existence of homogenous reference series and con-
sists of testing each of the 17 series against other series, normally in subgroups of pref-
erentially the 3–5 highest correlated series. For the SD homogenization some stations
in the surroundings of Switzerland have been used (Table 2), as previously detailed,25

especially to check possible breaks around the 1980s as a result of the instrumenta-
tion change. The results confirm that only one SD series (Säntis) can be considered
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inhomogeneous, although due to breaks before the 1980s. On the other hand, 5 TCC
series are considered inhomogeneous (Bern, Neuchatel, La Chaux-de-Fons, Locarno
and Chur). When a break is identified in the SD and TCC series, the series used to es-
timate the monthly adjustments are chosen among the 1–3 highest correlated series.
A similar approach has been applied to the monthly clear-sky SD series, although cor-5

rections have not been applied due to the larger number of breaks detected in 6 series.
Consequently, only a subset of 11 homogenous series is considered (see Table 1).
Equally, the low number of stations with records before the 1930s forced us to limit the
clear-sky SSR mean series to the 1931–2010 period. As a result of the strong spatial
autocorrelation in the SD series, with a subset of 11 series it is possible to capture the10

same interannual and decadal variability as using the 17 series (Fig. 1).

4 Estimation of SSR using SD

Although different methods are traditionally used to estimate SSR values using SD,
most of them relate both variables site per site, normally implying one fit per station and
temporal resolution. An individual fitting is more sensitive to inhomogeneities present15

in the series, as well as local peculiarities and noise. Therefore, in this study, a unique
monthly equation for the whole of Switzerland has been obtained to convert SD records
into SSR.

For the all-sky conditions, first the monthly anomalies (obtained as differences to
the 1981–2010 mean) of all-sky SSR and all-sky SD were calculated for each one of20

the 17 series. Mean anomalies series for the whole of Switzerland were computed by
averaging the 17 anomaly series, which result in mean monthly anomalies series for
SSR and SD. Then, for each month a linear regression is used to estimate the linear
relationship between SSR (dependent variable) and SD (independent variable) dur-
ing the common 1981–2010 period (Table 3). The correlation coefficients between the25

mean monthly series are highly significant (α < 0.01) and range between 0.87 (Febru-
ary) and 0.98 (April, Fig. 2a), with an excellent fit between the values which are mostly
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close to the diagonal line. This implies that the SD monthly anomalies explain between
76 % and 96 % of the variability of the SSR monthly anomalies. In order to estimate the
SSR monthly anomalies during the whole period, these linear regression equations are
applied using as dependent variable the monthly mean SD anomalies available during
the 1885–2010 period. A monthly root mean squared error (RMS) of 4.2 Wm−2 is found5

between the estimated and observed SSR anomalies.
A similar approach has been applied for the clear-sky conditions, but only using the

subset of 11 series previously described. Monthly anomalies of clear-sky SSR and SD
at each station are computed using the mean for the same reference period (1981–
2010). Again, a linear regression is used to estimate the relationship between both10

variables for each month during the common 1981–2010 period (Table 3). The cor-
relation coefficients between both series range between 0.47 (April) and 0.80 (July,
Fig. 2b), clearly significant but lower than for all-sky, showing a larger scatter in the data.
The clear-sky SSR monthly anomalies during the whole period are estimated using
these linear regression equations. As a consequence of this decrease in the strength15

of the relationships, the RMS (5.5 Wm−2) between the estimated and observed clear-
sky monthly anomalies is slightly higher than for all-sky SSR.

As a reference, the SSR and SD annual means estimated as an average of the 17
(11) series are 141.8 Wm−2 (197.2 Wm−2) and 4.8 h (9.8 h) for all-sky (clear-sky) days,
respectively.20

5 Decadal variations and trends of the estimated SSR and TCC

Annual and seasonal series were computed as an arithmetic mean of the 17 (11)
monthly anomalies for all-sky SSR and TCC (clear-sky SSR) series, where the sea-
sons are defined as spring (MAM), summer (JJA), autumn (SON), and winter (DJF).
The use of the composite series enhances the signal-to-noise ratio, which permits25

a better identification of long-term trends. The linear trends of the series were calcu-
lated by means of least squares linear fitting and their significance estimated by the
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Mann-Kendall nonparametric test. For all-sky SSR and TCC (clear-sky SSR) the linear
trends are applied over the whole 1885–2010 (1931–2010) period, as well as different
subperiods, which are shown in Table 4 (Table 5). In order to improve the visualization
of the long-term and decadal variability, the mean series are plotted together with their
17-yr Gaussian low-pass filters (hereafter referred as 17GLPF) that only consider the5

values on one side at the start and end of the series in order to filter the full period.
Figure 3a shows the mean annual all-sky SSR series, together with the 17GLPF,

over Switzerland during the period 1885–2010. The series starts with a slight decrease
during the first two decades, followed by a period without relevant decadal variations
between the early 1900s and the 1930s. Subsequently, the series shows a strong and10

brief increase in the 1940s and reaches a maximum at the beginning of the 1950s.
Afterwards, there is a clear tendency towards a decrease until the early 1980s, with
a clear change point in the series due to the very low values recorded in the 1977–
1981 subperiod. Since the 1980s there is a tendency to increase until the mid-2000s
that compensates the previous decrease (with an absolute maximum in 2003), fol-15

lowed by a stabilization or slight decrease in the final years of the series. The linear
trend, estimated over the whole 1885–2010 period, is significant and slightly negative
(−0.24Wm−2 per decade), although not significant for the most confident 1931–2010
subperiod. If the analyzed period is subdivided in the 1951–1980 and 1981–2010 sub-
periods, the linear trends are significant negative (−1.98Wm−2 per decade) and posi-20

tive (+2.44Wm−2 per decade), respectively.
Regarding the TCC series, the mean annual series (Fig. 3b) starts with a period with-

out relevant decadal variations until the 1950s, followed by a strong increase in TCC
during the 1950s–1980s period, in clear agreement with the observed decrease in all-
sky SSR during the same years and the lack of variations in the previous decades.25

Subsequently, there is a slight decrease of TCC during the 1980s, followed by a period
of stabilization until nowadays which does not compensate the previous increase. The
overall linear trend of the annual TCC series during the whole 1885–2010 period is
positive and significant (+0.51% per decade), a rise that is mainly due to the strong
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increase detected in the 1951–1980s subperiod (+1.79% per decade). This annual
TCC mean series is highly correlated with annual all-sky SSR mean series (r = −0.84,
α < 0.01, 1885–2010 period) at interannual timescales. Meanwhile, the correlation is
considerably lower if the smoothed series with the 17GLPF is considered (r = −0.66,
α < 0.01, 1885–2010 period), which means a decrease in the agreement of both mean5

series in the lower frequency. This fact can be easily seen in Fig. 3c, where running cor-
relations (window of 21 yr) are applied over the most confident 1931–2010 subperiod.
The raw series tend always to have higher correlations than the smoothed series, es-
pecially after the 1970s when there is a clear disagreement between the trends of both
variables. In fact, the TCC time evolution is in line (inverse relationship) with all-sky SSR10

during the 1880s–1970s period, and no longer afterwards when a major disagreement
is observed between both series.

As far as seasonal mean series are concerned (Figs. 4 and 5, Table 4), all-sky SRR
and TCC series in spring and summer show a similar decadal variation as the annual
series previously described. This agreement is still more clear in spring, with a positive15

trend in TCC during the whole 1885–2010 period (+0.63% per decade) that is mainly
due to the strong increase in the 1951–1980s subperiod (+4.31% per decade) and no
significant trend during the 1981–2010 subperiod. Instead, spring all-sky SSR show
no significant trends during the whole period, with a strong decrease (−5.68Wm−2

per decade) and increase (+5.26Wm−2 per decade) over the 1951–1980 and 1981–20

2010 subperiods, respectively. Finally, the all-sky SSR and TCC series in winter and
autumn are the most stable, although for the former an intriguing significant increase
(+0.37Wm−2 per decade) in all-sky SSR is observed if the 1931–2010 period is con-
sidered, without significant decadal variations (dimming/brightening periods) observed
since the 1950s.25

Regarding clear-sky SSR, Fig. 6 shows the mean annual series in Switzerland over
the 1931–2010 period, whereas annual linear trends estimated over the whole period
and different subperiods are shown in Table 5. The most interesting feature of clear-
sky SSR is the positive and significant trend (+0.17Wm−2 per decade) found in the
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annual series over the complete 1931–2010 period. This trend is mainly due to a slight
increase between the 1930s and 1950s and a strong increase since the 1980s, with
only a period of decrease in the 1960s–1970s period. Interesting features are the two
clear minima anomalies observed in 1983 and 1992, which should be the signal of the
El Chichón (April 1982) and Pinatubo (June 1991) volcanic eruptions that occurred one5

year before. This decrease might be the consequence of the direct effect (scattering
of the shortwave radiation) of the volcanic sulfur aerosols released by these volcanic
eruptions, the largest recorded in the 1931–2010 period.

The seasonal clear-sky SSR time series (Fig. 6, Table 5) show a similar shape, al-
though with some interesting features. Winter and spring show the strongest increases10

(+0.49Wm−2 per decade) during the whole analyzed period, and spring (+3.42Wm−2

per decade) and summer (+4.56Wm−2 per decade) if the trends are restricted to
the 1981–2010 period. Equally, the low anomalies due to the volcanic eruptions are
clearer in the spring and summer series, with lower anomalies in summer during the
El Chichón eruption, as compared to the Pinatubo, as previously reported in Spain15

(Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2007, 2009).

6 Discussion and conclusions

It has been shown that sunshine duration (SD) records can be considered as an ex-
cellent proxy to estimate all-sky and clear-sky surface solar radiation (SSR) variations
over regions such as Switzerland, for more than a century, which can help to reduce20

some of the open issues in the dimming/brightening phenomenon.
Specifically, in this study, a general tendency towards a decrease in the estimated

all-sky SSR over Switzerland is observed when data since late 19th century is consid-
ered. Similar findings were obtained by Rebetez and Beniston (1998), but only using
SD records of 4 stations during the 1901–1996 period. Equally, the present study con-25

firms a dimming/brightening since the 1950s in the mean annual estimated all-sky SSR
series, using a higher density of stations than other studies, which provides a more
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robust climate signal, in general agreement with the observed worldwide trends in SSR
(Wild, 2009, 2012). If seasonal series are considered, spring and summer show the
most similar features to the annual series, as has been previously described in other
parts of Europe (Chiacchio and Wild, 2010). These results are also in line with the
SD trends reported for Western Europe (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2008) and the Alps5

region (Brunetti et al., 2009), although here we showed these changes quantified as
energy fluxes for the first time.

Interestingly, TCC seems to explain the major part of the decadal variability observed
in all-sky SSR over Switzerland until the early 1980s, including the clear dimming pe-
riod observed between the 1950s and 1970s. Afterwards, trends in both variables are10

in disagreement and a different cause is needed to explain the strong brightening de-
tected between the 1980s and 2000s.

The most plausible reason for this disagreement might be also the cause of the
trends in clear-sky SRR series, also derived for the first time by means of SD records.
These series show significant positive trends during the 1981–2010 subperiod, espe-15

cially in spring and summer, and a decrease (statistically non-significant) in the 1951–
1980 period where a significant decrease is observed in all-sky SSR.

These trends reported in estimated clear-sky SSR during 1981–2010 should be pri-
marily caused by the direct aerosol effect, as pointed out by previous studies using
observed clear-sky SSR fluxes (Ruckstuhl et al., 2008; Ruckstuhl and Norris, 2009). In20

fact, it has been previously suggested that SD records can be useful to detect a de-
crease in the solar beam due to the increase of the atmospheric aerosols, especially
during the sunrises and sunsets with long travelling paths through the atmosphere
(e.g., Helmes and Jaenicke, 1984; Horseman et al., 2008; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al.,
2009). This assumption is reinforced by the strong decrease found in the estimated25

clear-sky SSR anomalies after the El Chichón and Pinatubo volcanic eruptions, mainly
as a possible consequence of the large increase of sulfate aerosols in the lower strato-
sphere. Thus, clear-sky SSR estimations using SD records seem to be a useful tool to
detect changes in the atmospheric aerosol concentrations.
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Moreover, the reconstructed clear-sky SSR shows a general agreement with the
trend estimations during the last decades found in other studies. Here we report
a significant increase of +2.68Wm−2 per decade during the 1981–2010 period,
slightly higher than the reported trends in Switzerland by Ruckstuhl and Norris (2009)
(+1.8Wm−2 per decade). The difference can be due to the different methods used5

to derive clear-sky SSR, the number of surface stations or the time period consid-
ered. In fact, Ruckstuhl and Norris (2009) found a much higher significant increase
(+3.5Wm−2 per decade) in clear-sky SSR series when they applied their analyses to
stations in Northern Germany. Norris and Wild (2007) estimated a widespread increase
in clear-sky SSR over whole Europe around +2.0–2.3 Wm−2 per decade, which is in10

good agreement with the present study.
The lack of statistical significance in the decrease seen in clear-sky SSR series dur-

ing the 1951–1980 period is in line with the results found by Liepert (1997) in Germany,
and suggest a less obvious role of the direct aerosol effects in the all-sky SSR decrease
found in Switzerland during this period. Consequently, the detected increase in TCC is15

the most important contributor to the decrease in all-sky SSR, although in the current
study it is not possible to distinguish if this increase is due to natural variability or an
anthropogenic indirect aerosol effect on clouds.

Moreover, an early brightening (Ohmura, 2009; Wild, 2009) has been identified over
Europe at a few sites with SSR records available during the 1930s–1950s period, which20

has also been observed using SD records in Western Europe (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al.,
2008). This possible increase in SSR before the 1950s is inconsistent with climate
model simulations during this time period that show a decrease in SSR (Romanou
et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the present study shows no evidence of a possible early
brightening in all-sky SSR from late 19th century to the 1950s in Switzerland, but still25

a sharp increase in the 1940s. On the other hand, the clear-sky SSR series show
a slight increase during the 1930s–1950s period. This observed increase in clear-sky
SSR before the 1950s is in agreement with the increase reported in all-sky SSR and
SD in other locations over Europe, as previously detailed. Although there is no current
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explanation for this increase in clear-sky SSR during this period, a possible cause can
be the observed decrease in industrial black carbon emissions during the first half of
the 20th century (McConnell et al., 2007), as a results of a coal to gas transition in the
production of energy. Further research is needed in order to confirm this hypothesis,
but is beyond the scope of this article.5

Briefly, the conclusions of our study can be summarized as:

1. SD can be considered as an excellent proxy to estimate quantitatively all-sky and
clear-sky SSR trends from the late 19th century up to the present.

2. Estimated all-sky SSR trends show a general agreement with cloud cover vari-
ability before the 1980s over Switzerland; at this point, a discrepancy in the sign10

of the trend is visible in the series.

3. A dimming (brightening) is clearly visible in all-sky SSR during the 1950s–1970s
(1980s–2000s) subperiod, in line with previous studies that used a lower density
of stations. Equally, there is a brief early brightening period in Switzerland re-
stricted to the 1940s, with a lack of significant decadal variations in the preceding15

period.

4. Estimated clear-sky SSR provides evidence for the existence of periods where
SSR over Switzerland is unrelated to TCC variations, particularly in the most re-
cent parts of the records, which are possibly linked to changes in aerosol concen-
trations in the atmosphere. Further research is needed to confirm the reliability of20

these estimated clear-sky SSR over other areas of the world.
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Table 1. Details of the 17 stations over Switzerland used in this study, including the starting
year for sunshine duration (SD), total cloud cover (TCC), and surface solar radiation (SSR)
measurements at each station.

Station Long., deg Lat., deg Alt., m Composite a SD TCC SSR

Basel 7.58 47.54 316 N 1885 ∗ 1864 1981
Bern 7.46 46.99 553 Y (2006) 1886 ∗ 1864 1981
Chur 9.53 46.87 556 N 1909 1931 1981
Davos 9.84 46.81 1594 N 1884 1901 b 1981
Geneve 6.13 46.25 420 Y (1958) 1897 ∗ 1865 1981
Jungfraujoch 7.99 46.55 3580 N 1938 1933 1981
La Chaux-de-Fons 6.79 47.08 1018 N 1901 ∗ 1901 1981
Locarno 8.79 46.17 367 N 1935 ∗ 1935 1981
Lugano 8.96 46.00 273 N 1885 ∗ 1984 1981
Luzern 8.30 47.04 454 N 1914 ∗ 1931 b 1981
Montana 7.46 46.30 1427 N 1931 ∗ 1931 b 1981
Neuchatel 6.95 47.00 485 N 1902 ∗ 1901 b 1981
Säntis 9.34 47.25 2502 N 1888 1882 1981
Schaffhausen 8.62 47.69 438 N 1931 1931 1981
Scuol 10.28 46.79 1304 N 1931 ∗ 1931 b 1981
Sion 7.33 46.22 482 Y (1978) 1906 1864 1981
Zürich 8.57 47.38 556 N 1884 ∗ 1864 1981

a Indication of composite series (Yes/No) and the year of the station’s change.
b Davos, Luzen, Montana, Neuchatel and Scuol measurements of TCC are only available until 2005, 2007, 1996, 2006
and 2005, respectively.
∗ Stations considered homogeneous for clear-sky SD series.
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Table 2. Details of the 13 longest SD series in the HISTALP data set used to support the ho-
mogeneization of the records in Switzerland, including the starting year of the measurements.
Source: http://www.zamg.ac.at/histalp/content/view/35/1/index.html

ID Station Country Long., deg Lat., deg Alt., m Starting Year ∗

KLA Klagenfurt-Flughafen Austria 14.32 46.65 459 1884
KRE Kremsmünster Austria 14.13 48.06 389 1884
SON Sonnblick Austria 12.96 47.05 3105 1887
VIA VillacherAlpe Austria 13.67 46.60 2160 1884
GAR Garmisch-Partenkirchen Germany 11.07 47.48 719 1936
HOP Hohenpeißenberg Germany 11.02 47.80 986 1937
MUN München-Stadt Germany 11.55 48.17 525 1936
STU Stuttgart-Schnarrenberg Germany 9.20 48.83 311 1925
ZUG Zugspitze Germany 10.98 47.42 2962 1901
BES Besancon France 5.99 47.25 307 1894
LYO Lyon-Bron airport France 4.94 45.72 198 1881
NAN Nancy-Essey airport France 6.22 48.69 212 1930
TRI Trieste Italy 13.77 45.65 67 1886

∗ Series are available until 2007
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Table 3. Linear regression results for each mean monthly series in Switzerland, for all-sky and
clear-sky SD versus SSR, over the period 1981–2010.

All-sky Clear-sky
Month Equations r Equations r

Jan ssr = 6.95sd+0.00 0.93 ssr = 9.59sd+0.35 0.65
Feb ssr = 8.46sd−0.01 0.88 ssr = 13.37sd+0.35 0.63
Mar ssr = 11.42sd+0.05 0.95 ssr = 16.89sd+0.24 0.79
Apr ssr = 15.25sd+0.06 0.98 ssr = 10.10sd+0.85 0.47
May ssr = 15.14sd+0.00 0.96 ssr = 14.28sd+0.97 0.60
Jun ssr = 14.73sd+0.02 0.94 ssr = 9.75sd+0.94 0.61
Jul ssr = 14.62sd+0.05 0.95 ssr = 17.46sd+0.46 0.80
Aug ssr = 12.59sd−0.06 0.94 ssr = 17.87sd+0.46 0.66
Sep ssr = 12.41sd+0.03 0.96 ssr = 17.80sd+0.49 0.79
Oct ssr = 11.14sd+0.01 0.96 ssr = 17.02sd+0.33 0.69
Nov ssr = 7.29sd+0.00 0.93 ssr = 13.79sd+0.24 0.77
Dec ssr = 5.59sd+0.00 0.87 ssr = 4.37sd+0.25 0.49
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Table 4. Annual and seasonal estimated SSR and TCC trends a (together with their standard
deviation) in Switzerland over different subperiods.

Periods 1885–2010 1931–2010 1951–2010 1951–1980 1981–2010
SSR TCC SSR TCC SSR TCC SSR TCC SSR TCC

Annual −0.24±0.1 +0.51±0.0 − +0.48±0.1 + + −1.98 ±0.9 +1.79 ±0.6 +2.44±0.8 +
Winter + +0.39±0.1 +0.37 ±0.2 − +0.34±0.2 − − + + −
Spring − +0.63±0.1 − +1.00±0.2 − +0.77±0.4 −5.68±1.9 +4.31±1.1 +5.26 ±2.1 −
Summer −0.87±0.2 +0.68±0.1 − +0.68 ±0.2 + + − + + +
Autumn + +0.31±0.1 + + − +0.79±0.4 + + + +

a Values are expressed as Wm−2 and % per decade, respectively. Bold, italic and regular values indicate trends with
significance level higher than 99 %, 95 % and 90 %, respectively. For lower levels of significance only the sign of the
trend is indicated.
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Table 5. As Table 4, but for estimated clear-sky SSR series.

Periods 1931–2010 1951–2010 1951–1980 1981–2010

Annual +0.17±0.1 +0.53±0.2 − +2.68±0.4
Winter +0.49±0.1 +0.61±0.2 − +1.17 ±0.5
Spring +0.49±0.2 +1.32±0.3 + +3.42±0.9
Summer − − − +4.56±0.8
Autumn + +0.58±0.2 − +1.55±0.8
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Fig. 1. Mean annual all-sky SD series from 1931 to 2010 in Switzerland, as computed using the
17 stations (solid line) and a subset of the 11 stations (shaded line) with collocated homoge-
neous clear-sky SD series. Both annual series show a similar decadal variability and are highly
correlated (r = 0.99, α < 0.01, 1931–2010 period) at interannual timescales.
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Fig. 2. Scatterplot of the mean monthly series in April for all-sky (a) and July for clear-sky (b)
SSR versus SD in Switzerland during the 1981–2010 period. The anomalies are expressed as
differences from the 1981–2010 mean, and the best fit line is indicated in each plot, together
with their linear regression equations and correlation coefficients.
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 Fig. 3. Mean annual all-sky SSR (a) and TCC (b) series (thin line) from 1885 to 2010 for all
17 stations in Switzerland, plotted together with the 17-yr Gaussian low-pass filter (thick line).
The series are expressed as anomalies from the 1981–2010 mean. Dashed lines are used
before 1931 due to the lower confidence in this period. (c) Annual running correlations with
time windows of 21 yr between the raw and smoothed with the 17-yr Gaussian low-pass filter
mean series during the most confident 1931–2010 period.
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Fig. 4. Mean seasonal all-sky SSR series (thin line) from 1885 to 2010 in Switzerland, plotted
together with a 17-yr Gaussian low-pass filter (thick line). The series are expressed as anoma-
lies from the 1981–2010 mean. Dashed lines are used before 1931 due to the lower confidence
of the previous period.
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Fig. 5. Mean seasonal series (thin line) for total cloud cover (TCC) from 1885 to 2010 in Switzer-
land, plotted together with a 17-yr Gaussian low-pass filter (thick line). The series are expressed
as anomalies from the 1981–2010 mean. Dashed lines are use before 1931 due to the lower
confidence of the previous period.
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 Fig. 6. Mean annual and seasonal clear-sky SSR series (thin line) in Switzerland, plotted to-
gether with the 17-yr Gaussian low-pass filter (thick line). The series are expressed as anoma-
lies from the 1981–2010 mean. A subset of the 11 stations with more reliable SD and TCC daily
is used to produce the mean time series, which only is plotted for the 1931–2010 period due to
the low number of stations with records before the 1930s.
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